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NEUTRINO EMISSION DUE TO ELECTRONBREMSSTRAHLUNG IN SUPERFLUIDNEUTRON-STAR CORESA.D. KaminkerA.F. Io�e Physial Tehnial Institute194021 St.Petersburg, Russiae-mail: kam�astro.ioffe.rssi.ruand P. HaenselN. Copernius Astronomial Center, Polish Aademy of SienesBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Polande-mail: haensel�amk.edu.pl(Reeived January 13, 1999)We study neutrino energy emission rates (emissivities) due to eletronbremsstrahlung produed by ee and ep ollisions in the super�uid neutronstar ores. The neutrino emission due to ee ollisions is shown to be thedominant neutrino reation at not too high temperatures (T <� 108 K) indense matter if all other neutrino reations involving nuleons are stronglysuppressed by neutron and proton super�uidity. Simple pratial expres-sions for the ee and ep neutrino emissivities are obtained. The e�ieny ofvarious neutrino reations in the super�uid neutron�star ores is disussedfor the ases of standard neutrino energy losses and the losses enhaned bythe diret Ura proess.PACS numbers: 97.60.Jd, 26.60.+, 23.40.Bw1. IntrodutionIn the �rst 105 years of their life, neutron stars (NSs) ool mainly vianeutrino emission from their ores. This emission results from weak inter-ation proesses involving baryons and leptons. It is important, thus, tostudy various neutrino reations. For simpliity, we will mainly onsider theNS ores omposed of neutrons n, with some admixture of protons p andeletrons e. The neutrino reations in the neutron-star ores are tradition-ally divided into two groups, whih di�er drastially by their e�ieny andprodue the standard or rapid ooling (e.g., Ref. [1℄).(1125)



1126 A.D. Kaminker, P. HaenselThe standard ooling is mainly provided by the neutron and protonbranhes of the modi�ed Ura reations [2, 3℄n+N ! p+N + e+ ��e ; p+ e+N ! n+N + �e ; (1)where N is a nuleon (n or p), and by the nuleon�nuleon (nn, np, and pp)bremsstrahlung proessesN +N ! N +N + � + �� : (2)The rapid ooling is strongly enhaned by the diret Ura proessesn! p+ e+ ��e ; p+ e! n+ �e ; (3)whih an operate [4℄ only in the entral regions of rather massive NSs withproton fration exeeding 11% of the total baryon density. If the diretUra reation is allowed (in a non-super�uid NS), the neutrino emissivity istypially 4�5 orders of magnitude higher than in the standard reations (1)and (2).It is widely aepted (see, e.g., [5, 6℄ and referenes therein), that neu-trons and protons in a NS ore an be in a super�uid state. The super�uidityis generally thought to be of BCS type, produed by attrative omponentof nulear fores. Various mirosopi theories predit very di�erent rit-ial temperatures of neutron and proton super�uids, Tn and Tp, whihrange from 108 to 1010 K. The neutron super�uidity in the NS ores isgenerally believed to be produed by triplet-state pairing of neutrons (withanisotropi super�uid energy gap), while the proton super�uidity is due tothe singlet-state pairing (with isotropi gap). If T � Tn and T � Tp thesuper�uidity strongly suppresses all the neutrino reations (1)�(3) involvingnuleons (e.g., [1, 3, 7℄).Onset of the neutron or proton super�uidity with the derease of temper-ature in a ooling NS initiates also an additional spei� neutrino reationwhih an be onsidered as neutrino prodution due to Cooper pairing ofquasinuleons eN eN + eN ! � + �� : (4)The emission due to singlet-state pairing of neutrons has been alulated byFlowers et al. [8℄ and Voskresensky & Senatorov [9, 10℄ while the emissiondue to triplet-state pairing of neutrons and singlet-state pairing of protonshas been determined by Yakovlev et al. [11, 12℄ and Kaminker et al. [13℄. Thee�et is muh stronger for neutrons than for protons due to the smallness ofaxial�vetor eletroweak urrents for protons.



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1127In ontrast to the non-super�uid ores, where the main neutrino emissionis produed either by the modi�ed or by the diret Ura proesses (dependingon the equation of state and density), very di�erent neutrino mehanisms andominate in the super�uid ores, depending on the relative magnitudes ofT , Tn and Tp. In partiular, Cooper-pair neutrino emission (4) an be veryimportant if 0:1TN <� T <� TN (e.g., Ref. [12℄). At lower temperatures,T � TN , this emission falls exponentially.On the other hand, as mentioned by Shaab et al. [14℄, an additionalneutrino emission mehanism, the neutrino-pair bremsstrahlung due to epsattering e+ p! e+ p+ � + �� ; (5)an be important in the super�uid NS ores. This mehanism, and thelosely related mehanism of neutrino bremsstrahlung due to ee satteringe+ e! e+ e+ � + �� (6)has been onsidered brie�y by Kaminker et al. [15℄. The latter authors haveestimated the neutrino energy emission rates (emissivities) in these rea-tions using simpli�ed riteria of similarity of neutrino emission and eletronondution proesses. It is quite evident that these reations, espeially theneutrino ee bremsstrahlung, an be important in highly super�uid NS ores,where all the reations involving nuleons are drastially suppressed by thenuleon super�uidity. Thus, rigorous alulation of the emissivities in thereations (5) and (6) deserves speial study.Notie that the neutrino bremsstrahlung due to ee sattering of nonde-generate eletrons at not too high densities, � <� 1010 g m�3 (orrespondingto the outer NS rust), was onsidered by Cazzola & Saggion [16, 17℄. Theauthors obtained general but umbersome expressions for the emissivity [16℄and performed numerial alulations using Monte Carlo method [17℄. Themain result of their onsideration was that the emissivity due to the eebremsstrahlung did not exeed 1% of the total emissivity from other neu-trino reations in a NS rust (pair annihilation, photoneutrino and plasmondeay). We will show that this is not so in a NS ore.The aim of the present artile is to arry out an aurate alulation ofthe neutrino emissivities for the bremsstrahlung reations (5) and (6), andto analyze the e�ieny of various neutrino prodution mehanisms (1)�(6)in super�uid NS ores.



1128 A.D. Kaminker, P. Haensel2. Super�uid neutron-star oresMass density of the matter in a NS ore is expeted to range from about0.5�0 at its outer edge [18℄, to (5�10)�0 at the stellar enter, where �0 = 2:8�1014 g m�3 is the saturation density of nulear matter. At � <� 2�0, neutron-star matter onsists mostly of neutrons, with a few perent admixture ofprotons, eletrons, and possibly muons. The fration of muons is usuallymuh smaller than that of eletrons, and a simple npe model is a goodapproximation. At higher densities, � >� 2�0, other partiles may appear,suh as hyperons, ondensed pions or kaons, or even free (deon�ned) quarks.Neutrino emissivity of dense neutron-star matter with di�erent ompositionshas been reviewed by Pethik [1℄. For simpliity, we will neglet possiblepresene of hyperons and exoti partiles, and onsider npe matter only. Allonstituents of the matter are strongly degenerate. The eletrons form anultrarelativisti and almost ideal gas, with the eletron Fermi-momentumpFe = ~(3�2ne)1=3 = 648:6 (ne=n0)1=3me ; (7)where ne and me are eletron number density and mass, respetively, andn0 = 0:16 fm�3 is the standard nulear saturation density. The eletronFermi energy (hemial potential) is �e � pFe � (100�300) MeV. Neutronsand protons are nonrelativisti and form strongly interating Fermi liquids.The ondition of beta-equilibrium implies that the hemial potentials ofpartiles satisfy the equality �n = �p + �e. Charge neutrality leads tothe equality of proton and eletron number densities (np = ne) and Fermimomenta (pFe = pFp). The Fermi energy of neutrons is lose to that ofeletrons, while the Fermi energy of protons is muh smaller (typially, 3�30MeV).Both nuleon speies, n and p, an be in a super�uid state (Set. 1).Mirosopially, the super�uidity leads to the appearane of the energy gap� in the nuleon dispersion relation. For a triplet-state neutron super�uid,the gap is anisotropi along the neutron Fermi surfae. For a singlet-statepairing of protons the gap is isotropi. The proton gap �p = �p(T ) de-pends only on temperature T . In the frame of the BCS theory (whih weadopt further on), the proton ritial temperature Tp is related to the zero-temperature energy gap �p(0) by Tp = �p(0)=(1:764 kB) [19℄, where kB isthe Boltzmann onstant.Super�uidity of neutrons and protons suppresses the main neutrino gen-eration mehanisms (1)�(3) in the NS ore and opens an additional neutrinoreation (4). Strong super�uidity of neutrons and protons (Tn � T andTp � T ) suppresses drastially all neutrino reations (1)�(5) involving nu-leons. Super�uidity of protons a�ets even the neutrino ee bremsstrahlung(6), (not very strongly), by hanging sreening of ee interation.



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1129The plasma sreening momentum qs in npe matter is given by (e.g.,Ref. [20℄) y2s � q2s4p2Fe = e2�~ �1 + m�p pFpm�e pFeDp� ; (8)where m�e = �e=2 and m�p is an e�etive proton mass (whih determinesthe proton density of states near the Fermi level and whih an di�er fromthe bare mass mp due to polarization e�ets in dense matter). The �rstterm in brakets omes from the eletron sreening, while the seond termis due to the proton sreening. The latter term ontains the funtion Dp.For nonsuper�uid protons (T � Tp) one has Dp = 1 , while for T < Tpthe fator Dp desribes super�uid redution of proton sreening. Gnedin &Yakovlev [20℄ �tted numerial values of this fator, alulated for singlet-state proton pairing, byDp = �0:9443 +p(0:0557)2 + (0:1886y)2�1=2� exp�1:753 �p(1:753)2 + y2� ; (9)where y = �p(T )=(kBT ). Aording to Leven�sh & Yakovlev [21℄ the pa-rameter y at any T < Tp is given by the �tting expressiony = s1� TTp  1:456 � 0:157rTpT + 1:764 TpT ! : (10)3. General formalism of neutrino ep and ee bremsstrahlungConsider two neutrino bremsstrahlung mehanisms (5) and (6) for stron-gly degenerate, relativisti eletrons and strongly degenerate, nonrelativistiprotons. We will treat these proesses using the standard perturbation the-ory of weak interations. We will use the units in whih  = ~ = kB = 1 andreturn to ordinary physial units in the �nal expressions.The emissivities Qep and Qee [erg m�3 s�1℄ of the proesses (5) and (6)an be written asQ12 = �12(2�)14 Z dp1Z dp2Z dp01Z dp02Z dk�Z dk0��Æ(4)(P1 + P2 � P 01 � P 02 �K)! f1f2(1� f 01)(1� f 02)W; (11)where P1 = ("1;p1) and P2 = ("2;p2) are 4-momenta of two harged parti-les before sattering, P 01 = ("01;p01) and P 02 = ("02;p02) are 4-momenta of the



1130 A.D. Kaminker, P. Haenselsame partiles after sattering. Index 1 labels an eletron and index 2 labelseither a proton or a seond eletron; �ep = 1, �ee = 1=2 (to avoid doubleounting of the same ee sattering events). The quantities K� = (!� ;k�)andK 0� = (!0� ;k0�) are 4-momenta of neutrino and antineutrino, respetively,and K = K�+K 0� = (!;k) is 4-momentum of the neutrino pair (! = !�+!0�and k = k� + k0�). Furthermore,fi = �1 + exp�"i � �iT ���1 (12)is a Fermi-Dira distribution of a partile before sattering (i=1, 2), andf 0i is the orresponding distribution for a partile after sattering. The Æ-funtion desribes 4-momentum onservation. Finally, W is the di�erentialtransition rate W = G2F2 P�;� jM12j2(2!�)(2!0�)(2"1)(2"2)(2"01)(2"02) ; (13)where GF = 1:436 � 10�49 erg m3 is the Fermi weak interation onstant,and jM12j2 is the squared transition amplitude. Summation is over spinstates of harged partiles before and after sattering � = (�1; �2; �01; �02)and over the neutrino �avors � = (�e; ��; �� ). The neutrino energies areassumed to be muh lower than the intermediate boson mass (�80 GeV).The proesses in question are represented by four (ep sattering ) or eight(ee sattering) Feynman diagrams. Eah diagram inludes a neutrino-pairemission four-tail vertex. The amplitudes areMep =MA; Mee =MA �MB ; (14)where MA = 4�e2l� � 1t22 � q2s ��u02�u2���u01L(1)��u1�+ 1t11 � q2s ��u01�u1���u02L(2)��u2�� ; (15)MB = 4�e2l� � 1t21 � q2s ��u01�u2���u02L(3)��u1�+ 1t12 � q2s ��u02�u1���u01L(4)��u2�� ; (16)L(1)�� = �e�Ge(P 01 +K) � + � Ge(P1 �K)�e� ;L(2)�� = �2�G2(P 02 +K) � + � G2(P2 �K)�2� ;



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1131L(3)�� = �e�Ge(P 02 +K) � + � Ge(P1 �K)�e� ;L(4)�� = �e�Ge(P 01 +K) � + � Ge(P2 �K)�e� ; (17)��e = CeV � + CeA�5 ; ��p = CpV � +CpA�5 ; (18)l� = ( � ��(1 + 5) �) is neutrino 4-urrent; u1, u01, u2 and u02 denotestandard bispinor amplitudes of harged partiles;  � and  0� are the stan-dard bispinor amplitudes of emitted neutrinos; upper bar denotes a Diraonjugate, Greek indies � and � run over (0,1,2,3), � and 5 are Dira ma-tries; Ge(P ) and Gp(P ) are the eletron and proton propagators Gi(P ) =(P�� + mi)=(P 2 � m2i ). We use the bare proton mass m2 = mp in theproton propagator and in the normalization of the proton bispinor ampli-tudes �upup = 2mp in Eqs. (15) and (17). It will be shown that the �nalresults are independent of mp whih is a onsequene of nonrelativisti ap-proximation for protons. Nevertheless the results do depend on the protondensity of states near the Fermi level, i.e., on m�p. An additional termMB inMee appears due to identity of olliding eletrons; it ontains four diagramswith interhanged �nal eletron states. In Eqs. (15) and (16) we have usedphoton propagators in the Feynman gauge [22℄ and four familiar kinematiinvariants t11 = (P1 � P 01)2; t22 = (P2 � P 02)2;t21 = (P2 � P 01)2; t12 = (P1 � P 02)2; (19)where t11 and t12 are the standard kinemati invariants denoted usually ast and u. We have added the squared sreening momentum q2s (see Set. 2)to the kinemati invariants in the denominators of Eqs. (15) and (16) toaount for the plasma sreening e�ets. Furthermore, in Eq. (18) CiV andCiA are, respetively, the vetor and the axial vetor weak oupling onstantsassoiated with four-tail neutrino-emission verties on eletron (i = e) orproton (i = p) lines of the Feyman diagrams. For emission of �e��e pairsat i = e (harged + neutral urrents), one has CeV = 2 sin2 �W + 0:5 andCeA = 0:5, while for emission of ����� and �� ��� (neutral urrents only),C 0eV = 2 sin2 �W � 0:5 and C 0eA = �0:5. In this ase, �W is the Weinbergangle, sin2 �W ' 0:23. Neutrino emission for i = p goes only via neutralurrents and we have CpV = (1 � 4 sin2 �W)=2 � 0:04 and CpA = 1:26=2 =0:63, independently of neutrino �avors.In our ase, neutrino-pair momentum is su�iently small (k � T � pFe),so that we an use the approximation of Festa & Ruderman [23℄ for theeletron propagators:Ge(P 0 +K) = P 0��2(P 0K) ; Ge(P �K) = � P��2(PK) (20)



1132 A.D. Kaminker, P. Haenseland the nonrelativisti approximation for the proton propagatorsGp(P 02 +K) = �Gp(P2 �K) = 1 + 02! : (21)The standard tedious alulations using the Lenard identity [22℄Z dk� Z dk0� Æ(4)(K �K� �K 0�) K��K 0��!�!0�= �6 (K2g�� + 2K�K�) ; (22)yield Q12 = e4G2F12(2�)11 �12Z dp1 Z dp2 Z dp01 Z dp02 !"1"01"2"02�J12 f1f2(1� f 01)(1 � f 02) : (23)For ep sattering we haveJep = 26C2e+m2p(t22 � q2s)2 K2(P1P 01)(2"1"01 � P1P 01)(P1K)(P 01K) ; (24)where C2e+ = P�(C2eV + C2eA). Notie that Qep determined by Eqs. (23)and (24) appears to be very similar to the emissivity Qbr given by Eqs.(A7) and (A13) in the artile by Haensel et al. [24℄ who onsidered neutrinobremsstrahlung due to Coulomb sattering of eletrons by atomi nulei inthe NS rust. Equation (24) desribes only neutrino emission assoiatedwith eletron lines of the Feynman diagrams and does not inlude analogousemission assoiated with proton lines (the seond term in Eq. (15)) whihvanishes in the limit of nonrelativisti protons.In the ase of ee sattering we haveJee = C2e+K2(J1 + J2 � J3) ; (25)whereJ1 = X1 � I1 ; J2 = X2 � I2 ; J3 = Y1 + Y2 + Z1 + Z2 ;I1 = 26(t11 � q2s)(t22 � q2s) �(P1P2)(P 01P 02) + C2e�C2e+ (P1P 02)(P2P 01)�� � (P 01P 02)(P 01K)(P 02K) + (P1P2)(P1K)(P2K) � (P1P 02)(P1K)(P 02K) � (P2P 01)(P2K)(P 01K)� ;X1 = 26 �(P1P2)(P 01P 02) + (P2P 01)(P1P 02)�



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1133� � 1(t22 � q2s)2 (P1P 01)(P1K)(P 01K) + 1(t11 � q2s)2 (P2P 02)(P2K)(P 02K)� ;Y1 = 26(P1P2)(P 01P 02)(t11 � q2s)(t12 � q2s)� � (P 01P 02)(P 01K)(P 02K) � (P2P 01)(P2K)(P 01K) � (P2P 02)(P2K)(P 02K)� ;Z1 = 26(P1P2)(P 01P 02)(t22 � q2s)(t12 � q2s)� � (P1P2)(P1K)(P2K) � (P1P 01)(P1K)(P 01K) � (P2P 01)(P2K)(P 01K)� ; (26)where C2e� =P�(C2eV � C2eA). The expressions for I2 and X2 are obtainedfrom those for I1 and X1 by replaing 1 ! 2. The expressions for Y2and Z2 are obtained from those for Y1 and Z1 by replaing 1 ! 2 and10 ! 20 simultaneously. The quantities de�ned in Eqs. (26) possess numeroussymmetry properties. For instane, X1 is invariant with respet to replaing1 ! 2 and 10 ! 20, et. The integrand in (23) an be shown to be highlysymmetri as well. Using the symmetry properties one an easily prove thatin Eq. (23) it is su�ient to use the expressionJee = 2C2e+K2(X � I1 � Y1 � Z1) : (27)In this aseX = 27 (P1P2)(P 01P 02) + (P2P 01)(P1P 02)(t22 � q2s)2 (P1P 01)(P1K)(P 01K) (28)orresponds to �diret� ee sattering, i.e., to square of any single term (am-plitude) in MA or MB in Eqs. (14)�(16); I1 orresponds to interferene ofamplitudes with exhanging eletrons 1 and 2 (1 ! 2; 10 ! 20); while Y1and Z1 orrespond to interferene of amplitudes with mutually transposedeletron �nal states 10 ! 20.For further analysis, it is onvenient to introdue an appropriate 4-momentum transfer Q = P 02 � P2 = P1 � P 01 � K = (
; q) from partile1 to partile 2 due to Coulomb interation. Using the 4-momentum on-serving delta-funtion in Eq. (11) we an remove the integration over p01and over !, and then replae the integration over p02 by the integration overq. It is onvenient also to express Qep and Qee in the form suggested byHaensel et al. [24℄ for the emissivity Qbr of the neutrino bremsstrahlung dueto sattering of eletrons o� atomi nulei in the NS envelopes:Q12 = 8�G2Fe4C2e+567 T 6n2L12 : (29)



1134 A.D. Kaminker, P. HaenselIn a Coulomb liquid of atomi nulei, a dimensionless quantity L12 hasmeaning of a Coulomb logarithm. For neutrino ee and ep bremsstrahlung,we are interested in, L12 is a dimensionless funtion to be evaluated. Generalexpressions for L12 areLep = 567(2�)10T 6p3Fp Z dp1 Z dp2 Z dq Z dk !"1"01� K2(q2 + q2s)2 (P1P 01)(2"1"01 � P1P 01)(P1K)(P 01K) f1f2(1� f 01)(1 � f 02) ; (30)Lee = 567216�10T 6p3Fe Z dp1 Z dp2 Z dq Z dk !"1"01"2"02�K2 (X � I1 � Y1 � Z1) f1f2 (1� f 01)(1� f 02) : (31)To obtain Eq. (30) we set "2"02 =m2p in the denominator of (23) beause theprotons are nonrelativisti.Sine harged partiles are strongly degenerate, the main ontribution toL12 omes from those transitions, in whih the partile momenta before andafter ollisions lie in the narrow thermal shells around their Fermi surfaes,j"� �j <� T . In Eqs. (30) and (31) we may set dpi = m�i pFi d"i d
i, whered
i is solid angle element in the diretion of pi. We also put "1 = p1 inEqs. (30) and (31), and "2 = p2 in Eq. (31), respetively, sine eletrons areultrarelativisti.Following Haensel et al. [24℄ we introdue the quantities q = qt + qr ,k = kt + kr and p001 = p1 � qt = p01 + qr + k , where qt orresponds topurely elasti Coulomb sattering while qr takes into aount inelastiity;vetor p001 is direted along qr but has the same length as p1, i.e., jp001j = jp1j;kr and kt are the orthogonal vetor omponents parallel and perpendiularto p001, respetively. Notie that qt = 2p1 sin(#=2), where # is an angle be-tween p1 and p001. Strong eletron degeneray implies qr � pFe , k � pFeand 
 � pFe, although qt an be omparable to pFe for large-angle eletronsattering events. From geometrial onsideration and energy-momentumonservation in analogy with expressions given by Haensel et al. [24℄ we ob-tain q2 = (qt + qr)2 = q2t + q2r � q2t (qr=pFe) ;P1P 01 � (q2t + k2t + 2qt � k)=2 ;P1K � p1(qr �
)� qt � k; P 01K � p1(qr �
) ;
 + ! = "1 � "01 � qr + kr ;K2 = !2 � k2r � k2t � k20 � k2t : (32)



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1135Here, k20 = (qr �
)(2! � qr +
), and the ondition K2 > 0 yields k0 � ktand qr � 
, ! � (qr �
)=2 � 0.In what follows, we onsider ep and ee sattering separately.4. Neutrino ep bremsstrahlungLet us evaluate Qep from Eqs. (29) and (30):Lep = 567m�p(2�)10T 6 Z d"1 Z d"2 Z d
1 Z d
2 2�Z0 d'q 2pFeZ0 dqt qt� 1Z�1 dqr 1Z(qr�
)=2 d! 2�Z0 d' k0Z0 dkt kt f1 f2 (1� f 01) (1 � f 02)� !"1"01 (k20 � k2t )(q2t + q2r �
2 + q2s)2 q2t [1� q2t =(4p2Fe)℄(qr �
)(qr �
 � qt � k=pFe) ;(33)where we have introdued integration over dq = d'q dqt qt dqr with ylin-drial axis along p1 and integration over dk = d'kt dkt d! with ylindrialaxis along p001 . In the latter integration we have used the equality dkr = d!;' is an azimuthal angle of k with respet to the p001-axis.Consider the ase of qs � pFe typial for the NS ores, where qs isthe plasma sreening momentum (Set. 2). Integration in Eq. (33) an besimpli�ed beause the main ontribution omes from the values qs <� q � pFewhih orrespond to the small-angle approximation. In this approximation,we an omit q2t =(2pFe)2 in the numerator and qt � k=pFe in the denominatorof the integrand. Furthermore we may set 1=("1"01) = 1=p2Fe in the integrandof (33) and take into aount that the energy transfer 
 from an eletronto a proton is
 = "2 � "02 � 1m�p �p2 � q + q22 � � pFeqm�p os#q2 ; (34)where #q2 is an angle between q and p2. Then the integrand in Eq. (33)depends only on the relative positions of p2 and q.First we an �x positions of p1, p2 and q and perform the followingintegrations:2�Z0 d' k0Z0 dkt kt(k20 � k2t ) = 2�(qr �
)2 �! � 12(qr �
)�2 : (35)



1136 A.D. Kaminker, P. HaenselA sequene of angular integrations yields R d
1 R d'q R d
2 : : : =16�3 R dos#q2 : : : Finally, we are left with the only angular integrationin Eq. (33) , that over dos#q2. Aording to Eq. (34), the variation rangeof os#q2 is related to variation range of 
. Let us onsider two extremeases.Low temperature limit (T � qspFe=m�p � qs) orresponds to thermalenergies T muh less than reoil energy of protons. This ase is most im-portant for pratial use [15℄. Let us replae integration over os#q2 byintegration over 
: os#q2 = m�p
=(qtpFe), where (qr � 2!) � 
 � qr. ThePauli priniple strongly restrits possible values of 
 as well as �nal statesof eletrons and protons.The ondition T � qs leads to the inequalities qr � qt, ! � qt, 
 � qt.The integration over dqt in Eq. (33) yields2pFeZ0 dqt q2t(q2t + q2s)2 ' 12pFe � �4ys � 1� ; (36)where ys is given by Eq. (8).The integrations over "1 and "2 are standard:+1Z�1 d"1 +1Z�1 d"2 f1 f2 (1� f 01) (1 � f 02)= (! +
)e(!+
)=T � 1 
1� e�
=T for 
 > 0 ; (! +
) > 0;= (j
j � !)1� e�(j
j�!)=T j
jej
j=T � 1 for 
 < 0; (! +
) < 0; (37)where "01 = "1 � ! �
 and "02 = "2 +
. Now we are left with integrationsover d! d
 dqr in six domains restrited by the inequalities qr � 
 and! � (qr � 
)=2 � 0 (see Eqs. (32)). Three of them orrespond to qr > 0[ (a) 
 � 0; (b) 
 < 0; ! + 
 � 0; () ! + 
 < 0 ℄, while three othersorrespond to 0 � qr � 
 [ (d) !+
 � 0; (e) 2!+
 � 0 > !+
; (f) 0 >2! +
 � qr ℄. Following Haensel et al. [24℄ we an introdue dimensionlessvariables u = qr=T; w = 
=T; v = !=T , v0 = (qr � 
)=(2T ). Six domainsof integration over dv dw dv0 in Eq. (33) are redued to four ones, andintegration over dv0 is trivial ( vR0 dv0 (v � v0)2 = v3=3).Finally, using Eqs. (33), (35), (36), and (37) we obtainLep � 189m�2p T 227�5p4Feys � = 3�340ys �m�pTp2Fe �2 � ; (38)



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1137where� = 1Z0 dv v48<: 1Z0 dw w (v + w)(ev+w � 1)(1 � e�w)+ vZ0 dw w (v + w)(ev+w � 1)(1� e�w) + vZ0 dw w (v � w)(ev�w � 1)(ew � 1)+ 1Z2v dw w (v � w)(1� ev�w)(ew � 1)9=; � 1646:7 ; (39)as obtained by numerial integration, and � = 315 �=(16�8) � 3:417.Kaminker et al. [15℄ proposed to estimate Lep by resaling the Coulomblogarithm Lbr alulated by Haensel et al. [24℄ for sattering of ultrarela-tivisti degenerate eletrons by atomi nulei in liquid state. In the ontextof ep sattering, Lbr is valid at TFp � T � TFe. The resaling proedurehas been based on the similarity riterion: Lep = Lbr �ep=�(0)ep , where �epis an e�etive ep ollision frequeny for the onditions under onsideration(T � qs <� TFp � TFe) and �(0)ep is an e�etive frequeny of elasti ep ol-lisions at T � qs (e.g., [25℄). For T � qs, the authors used the ollisionfrequeny �ep that determines the eletron thermal ondutivity (e.g., [20℄).One an easily verify that the result given by Eqs. (38) and (39) di�ers fromthe rude estimate by Kaminker et al. [15℄ by a small fator y2s given by (8).Thus Kaminker et al. [15℄ have strongly (typially, by two orders of mag-nitude) overestimated Qep, obtained in the present paper by an aurateevaluation. The nature of this overestimation omes from using the e�etivethermal-ondution ollision frequeny �ep in the resaling proedure. Thethermal ondution at T � qs is assoiated with small momentum transfers(q � T ). Corresponding ollision frequeny appears to be greatly enhanedas ompared to the frequeny of ollisions with higher momentum transfers(q � qs) whih should have been used in resaling. For instane, it would beappropriate to use the ep ollision frequeny whih determines eletron ele-tri ondutivity (e.g., [26℄). Therefore, the resaling proposed in Ref. [15℄ isbasially orret if one uses physially justi�ed e�etive ollision frequenies.Finally, we obtain (in the standard physial units)Qep = �4� G2Fe4C2e+m�2p945 ~98 ys p4Fe np (kBT )8Rep� 3:69 � 1014ys �m�pmp�2�n0np�1=3 Rep T 89 erg m�3 s�1 : (40)



1138 A.D. Kaminker, P. HaenselHere we have introdued the fator Rep that desribes suppression of theemissivity by the proton super�uidity. We introdued also T9 � T=109 K.If protons are normal (T � Tp), one has Rep = 1 in Eq. (40). The fatorRep redues neutrino emission at T < Tp. It should be the same as thefator Rnp that desribes redution of the bremsstrahlung neutrino emissionin np ollisions by proton super�uidity [3℄:Rep = 12:732 hA exp�1:306 �p(1:306)2 + y2�+ 1:732B7 exp�3:303 �p(3:303)2 + 4y2�i ;A = 0:9982 +p(0:0018)2 + (0:3815y)2 ;B = 0:3949 +p(0:6051)2 + (0:2666y)2 ; (41)where y = �=T (Set. 2).Moderate temperature limit (qspFe=m�p)� T � qs). In this ase thermalenergy is muh higher than the reoil energy of protons. Therefore, as followsfrom Eq. (34), T � 
. To estimate Lep in this limit we an omit 
 inomparison with all quantities � T in the integrand and in the integrationlimits in Eq. (33). Note that the ondition k20 � qr(2! � qr) � 0 obviouslygives qr � 0 and ! � qr=2. Then we easily perform integrations in Eq. (35)and subsequent integrations over d
2 d'q and d
1. In the limit of 
 ! 0standard integration yieldsZ d"1 Z d"2 f1 f2 (1� f 01) (1 � f 02) = ! Te!=T � 1 (42)whih givesLep = 567m�p T24�6p2Fe 2pFeZ0 dqt q3t(q2t + q2s)2 1Z0 du 1Zu=2 dv v2(v � u=2)2ev � 1= 3�m�pTp2Fe � L(0)ep ;L(0)ep = 2pFeZ0 dqt q3t(q2t + q2s)2 � ln� 1ys�� 12 : (43)Here L(0)ep is lose to the Coulomb logarithm for neutrino bremsstrahlung dueto ollisions of eletrons with nondegenerate protons in the low�temperaturelimit (TFp <� T � qs � TFe). The fator 3m�pT=p2Fp in Eq. (43) appears due



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1139to degeneray of protons in the ase onsidered here. As a result, we obtainthe emissivity (in the standard physial units)Qep = 8�G2Fe4C2e+m�p189~98 p2Fe np (kBT )7 L(0)ep Rep� 1:89 � 1017 �m�pmp��npn0�1=3 L(0)ep Rep T 79 erg m�3 s�1: (44)Note that at low temperatures Qep has the temperature dependeneQep / T 8, whih di�ers from the ase of moderate temperatures, Qep / T 7,as well as from the ase of nondegenerate protons, Qep / T 6 (T >� TFp).The ase qs � T <� TFp has no importane for astrophysial appliations.It an be shown that in this ase the emissivity is again given by Eq. (44)with somewhat di�erent (temperature dependent) Coulomb logarithm L(0)ep .5. Neutrino ee bremsstrahlungLet us onsider now the neutrino emissivity Qee for ee bremsstrahlung.We restrit ourselves by the same ondition qs � pFe (small�angle approxi-mation) as for ep bremsstrahlung. In ontrast to the previous ase, only theregion of relatively small temperatures, T � qs, is important for pratialappliations.The integrand in Eq. (31) depends on the relative positions of p1, p2, qand k. In partiular it depends on angle � between p1 and p2. Thus wemay diret p1 along the z-axis and plae p2 in the (xz)-plane. Let (#q1; 'q)be polar angles of q and (#k1; 'k) be polar angles of k. Let us introduealso an angle #q2 between q and p2, an angle #k2 between k and p2, and arelative azimuthal angle 'kq between k and q.We an use relations (32) as for ep bremsstrahlung. While evaluatingthe right hand side of Eq. (31) it is useful to introdue also an additionalauxiliary integral R d
 Æ("2 � "02 + 
). Using the relation "02 = jp2 + qj �p2(1 + (q=pFe) os#q2) we an present the Æ�funtion under this integral inthe form Æ("2 � "02 +
) � 1q Æ�os#q2 � 
q � : (45)



1140 A.D. Kaminker, P. HaenselEquations (31), (26), (28), (32), and (45) yieldLee = L(1)ee � L(2)ee � 56729�10T 6pFe Z d"1 Z d"2 Z d
1 Z d
2 2�Z0 d'q� 2pFeZ0 dqt qt 1Z0 dqr qrZ�1 d
 2�Z0 d' 1Z(qr�
)=2 d! k0Z0 dkt kt�1q Æ�os#q2 � 
q � (1 � os�)2(q2t + q2r �
2 + q2s)2 (k20 � k2t )q2t(qr �
)2� �1� 1 + (Ce�=Ce+)22 (qr �
)! � k os#k2�!f1f2(1� f 01)(1 � f 02) :(46)Here we have introdued the same notations as in Eq. (33), and we havedivided Lee into two parts, L(1)ee and L(2)ee . The �rst part, L(1)ee , orrespondsto the �rst term (equal to 1) in square brakets whih omes from X inEq. (31) (�diret� ee sattering). The seond part, L(2)ee , orresponds to theseond term whih omes from I1 in Eq. (31) (interferene of amplitudeswith exhanging eletrons 1 and 2). It an be shown that the terms Y1 andZ1 in Eq. (31) (interferene of amplitudes with mutually transposed eletron�nal states) ontain small parameters � qr=pFe and � (qt=pFe)2 and an benegleted.Let us use the relationship os#q2 = os� os#q1+sin� sin#q1 os'q inEq. (45) and express os#q2 in the Æ-funtion through integration variablesqt, qr, 'q, and � in Eq. (46). We also need to express os#k2 through kr,kt, ', and �. For this purpose we take into aount additional approximaterelations (justi�ed at pFe � qt)os#q2 � (qr os� + qt sin� os'q)=q ;os#k2 � (kr os� + kt sin� os'k)=k ;os'k � sin'kq � sin' : (47)The third relationship is valid at qr � qs <� qt, 
 � qt, and ! � qt. First weevaluate L(1)ee in Eq. (46). The integration over d' is trivial, the integrationover kt is redued to (35), and the integration over d'q an be done withhelp of the delta-funtionÆ�os#q2 � 
q � = qqt sin� Æ�os'q � 
 � qr os�qt sin� � : (48)



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1141Now we an integrate over d
1 and d
2 in a straightforward manner:Z4� Z4� d
1d
2 (1� os�)2(sin�)�1 = 12�3: (49)The integrations over d"1 and d"2 an be performed using Eq. (37). We areleft with a 4-dimensional integral (over d! d
 dqr dqt). Using Eq. (36) andintroduing the same dimensionless variables as in Eqs. (38) and (39), weobtain L(1)ee � 567T 228�5 p2Fe ys � = 3�316 ys � TpFe�2 �1 ; (50)where � is de�ned by Eq. (39) and �1 = 189�=(16�8) = 2:05.Making use of Eqs. (47) and performing straightforward but tedious al-ulations we an also evaluate L(2)ee . It appears to ontain a small numerialfator � 0:05 as ompared to L(1)ee . Note that we have negleted other in-terferene terms in Eq. (31) whih ould be of the same order of magnitudeor even larger than L(2)ee . Therefore we will use only the main term (50) forappliations.Finally the neutrino emissivity Qee an be written in the form (in thestandard units)Qee = �4�1G2Fe4C2e+378~910ysp2Fe ne (kBT )8� 0:69 � 1014ys �nen0�1=3 T 89 erg m�3 s�1: (51)As in the ase of Qep, this result di�ers from a rude estimate given byKaminker et al. [15℄ by a small fator y2s � 1 due to an unfortunate useof inappropriate thermal-ondution ee ollision frequeny in the resalingproedure.Let us emphasize that the emissivity Qep is redued exponentially bystrong proton super�uidity, while Qee is a�eted by the super�uidity in amuh weaker manner, only through the plasma sreening parameter (8). Ifprotons are normal, they provide the major ontribution into the plasmasreening. If they are strongly super�uid, a weaker eletron sreening be-omes important, whih enhanes Qee, but not to a great extent (see below).Let us remind that the neutrino emissivity Qee for nondegenerate ele-trons in the neutron star rusts has been alulated by Cazzola & Sagion[16, 17℄. We have ompared their numerial results (Fig. 2 in Ref. [17℄) withour Eq. (51) for several temperatures (T9 = 5; 7; 8; 10) at those values of



1142 A.D. Kaminker, P. Haensel� >� 108 g m�3, where the relativisti eletrons start to beome degener-ate and both approahes are expeted to be qualitatively valid. We haveobtained reasonable agreement of the results.Finally let us make a few remarks about neutrino bremsstrahlung rea-tions involving muons, ��. Muons an appear in su�iently dense matter ofneutron star ores, provided the eletron number density exeeds the thresh-old value ne > (m�)3=(3�2~3) = 0:0052 fm�3, where m� is the muon mass.For realisti equations of state, this happens at � >� (1.5�2) �0. The muons,like eletrons, form almost ideal degenerate gas, but they are mainly non-relativisti (near the threshold density) or mildly relativisti at muh higherdensities. Beta-equilibrium ondition implies �� = �e, where �� is the muonhemial potential. The number density of muons is muh smaller than thenumber density of neutrons or eletrons for all densities. In muoni matter,several new neutrino bremsstrahlung reations are allowed, resulting from�e, ��, �p sattering. The neutrino emissivities in these reations an beevaluated in the same manner as the emissivities due to ep and ee neutrinobremsstrahlung.For instane, in the nonrelativisti limit (pF� � m�) at T � qs, inanalogy with Eq. (40), we obtainQe� = �4� G2Fe4C2e+m2�945~98ysp3F�pFe n�(kBT )8� 4:68� 1012ys �n0ne�1=3 T 89 erg m�3 s�1 ; (52)where n� is the muon number density. Equation (52) di�ers from Eq. (40)by a small fator (m�=m�p)2.One an see that, under onsidered onditions, the neutrino emissivityQe� is muh smaller than the emissivity Qee due to ee sattering (f. Eqs.(52) and (51)).Our estimates show that the neutrino bremsstrahlung reations involvingmuons are less e�ient than analogous reations involving eletrons, for alldensities typial for neutron star ores.6. DisussionLet us disuss the e�ieny of various neutrino emission mehanisms insuper�uid NS ores. For illustration, we adopt a moderately sti� equation ofstate proposed by Prakash et al. [27℄ (the version with ompression modulusK0 = 180 MeV and with the same simpli�ed symmetry energy SV whihwas used by Page & Applegate [28℄). We assume that dense neutron-star



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1143matter onsists of neutrons, protons and eletrons (no muons and hyper-ons). The nuleon e�etive masses will be set equal to 0:7 of the massesof bare partiles. The equation of state allows the diret Ura proess tooperate at � � 4:64 �0. We onsider two densities, � = 2 �0, as an example ofthe standard neutrino ooling (the diret Ura is forbidden), and � = 5 �0,representing the ase of the ooling enhaned by the diret Ura proess.Both nuleon speies, neutrons and protons, are supposed to form super�u-ids. We onsider a triplet-state neutron pairing (3P2), with zero projetionof the total momentum (mJ = 0) of a Cooper pair onto quantization axis,and a singlet-state proton pairing (1S0). Sine the ritial temperatures Tnand Tp of both super�uids, as alulated from mirosopi theories, arevery model dependent (e.g., Refs. [5, 6, 29-32℄), we do not make any spe-i� hoie of mirosopi super�uid model but treat Tn and Tp as freeparameters.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of neutrino energy emission rates for various neu-trino reations in npe matter at � = 2 �0, Tn = 8� 109 K and Tp = 2:5� 109 K.The neutrino reations are: modi�ed Ura (MU, sum of n and p branhes),nuleon-nuleon bremsstrahlung (NN, sum of nn, np and pp branhes), ee andep bremsstrahlung, Cooper pairing of neutrons (CPn) and protons (CPp).Figures 1 and 2 show temperature dependene of the neutrino emissivi-ties for various neutrino prodution mehanisms at � = 2�0 and � = 5�0 ,respetively, assuming rather strong neutron and moderate proton super�u-ids, Tn = 8� 109 K and Tp = 2:5 � 109 K.In Fig. 1 we show neutrino emission from the modi�ed Ura proess (1)(sum of the proton and neutron branhes), nuleon-nuleon bremsstrahlung
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for � = 5 �0. Diret Ura (DU) proess is operative,in addition to neutrino reations shown in Fig. 1.(2) (sum of nn, np and pp reations), Cooper pairing of neutrons and protons(4), and ep and ee bremsstrahlung proesses (5) and (6). The emissivitiesin the last two reations are obtained in Sets. 4 and 5. The emissivitiesof the modi�ed Ura and nuleon-nuleon bremsstrahlung reations (1) and(2) are taken as from Leven�sh & Yakovlev [7℄, with proper aount forsuppression of the reations by the neutron and proton super�uidities [3℄.The neutrino energy emission rate due to pairing of neutrons is plotted inaordane with the results by Yakovlev et al. [11, 12℄. The neutrino emissiondue to pairing of protons is alulated taking into aount the relativistiorretions [13℄ to the non-relativisti result [11, 12℄. The allowane forthe relativisti orretions inreases prodution of neutrinos due to protonpairing by more than one order of magnitude. The neutrino emissivity dueto ep bremsstrahlung is alulated in the low temperature limit (see Set. 4)from Eqs. (40) and (41). We use Eq. (51) to obtain the neutrino emissiondue to ee bremsstrahlung.At T > Tn the neutron-star matter is nonsuper�uid, so that the modi�edUra proess and nuleon-nuleon bremsstrahlung play leading roles. It anbe seen that the nuleon super�uidity redues the Ura and bremsstrahlungneutrino reations involving nuleons ((1), (2), and (5)) at T <� 109 K.On the other hand, the nuleon super�uidity produes two bumps of thepartial neutrino emissivities at temperatures slightly below two ritial tem-peratures, Tn and Tp, due to Cooper pairing of neutrons and protons,respetively. The emission due to pairing of neutrons dominates over other



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1145mehanisms at T <� 6 � 109 K, while the emission due to pairing of pro-tons dominates at T <� 1:5 � 109 K. If the Cooper pairing emission wereabsent, the total neutrino emissivity at T <� 109 K would be 2�4 orders ofmagnitude smaller due to strong suppression by the nuleon super�uidity.The Cooper pairing an easily turn suppression into enhanement at not toolow temperatures [11℄. However, the Cooper-pairing neutrino reations areeventually suppressed by super�uidity, when temperature falls down muhbelow the ritial temperature of neutrons or protons (T <� 0:2TN ). ForT >� 109 K, the neutrino emission due to ep bremsstrahlung turns out tobe more intense than that due to ee bremsstrahlung but both proesses aremuh weaker than the other neutrino proesses. With dereasing T , the sit-uation beomes drastially di�erent. At T <� 2:5�108 K, ee bremsstrahlungbeomes the leading mehanism of neutrino emission sine it is the onlymehanism whih is almost insensitive to the super�uid state of matter andsu�ers no exponential suppression. Let us emphasize that its role is evenmore important for stronger super�uidities (for higher Tn and Tp).In Fig. 2 we plot the ontributions from the same neutrino reations as inFig. 1 and add the emissivity produed by the powerful diret Ura proess(3). The reation (3) is treated as desribed by Leven�sh & Yakovlev [7℄,suppressed by nuleon super�uidity as in [21℄. The diret Ura proess isseen to dominate all other reations at T >� 2� 108 K. However, in spite ofits high e�ieny in nonsuper�uid matter, it is strongly suppressed at lowT by nuleon super�uidity, so that ee bremsstrahlung beomes the leadingneutrino emission mehanism at T <� 2�108 K. Therefore ee bremsstrahlungan play leading role even in the ase of neutrino ooling in whih the diretUra proess is open (by momentum onservation rules) but strongly reduedby super�uidity. Sine the super�uidity redues the diret Ura emissivity,it redues also strong di�erene between the standard and enhaned ooling.The temperature range of the ee bremsstrahlung domination is narrower forrapid ooling.Figures 3 and 4 display the domains of Tn and Tp, where di�erentneutrino prodution mehanisms dominate at T = 2�108 K for the standardand rapid ooling, respetively. Dashes show the lines T = Tn and T = Tp.In the left lower squares restrited by these lines, neutron-star matter isnonsuper�uid. Aordingly, the modi�ed Ura proess in Fig. 3 and thediret Ura proess in Fig. 4 are the most powerful neutrino reations inthese domains. In the regions to the right of these domains neutrons aresuper�uid but protons are not, while in the regions above these domainsprotons are super�uid and neutrons are not. In the upper right squaresenlosed by the dashed lines both nuleon speies, n and p, are super�uid.One an see a variety of dominant mehanisms regulated by super�uidity.If both n and p super�uidities are relatively strong (upper right orners of
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Fig. 3. Domains of the neutron and proton ritial temperatures Tn and Tp inwhih di�erent neutrino emission mehanisms dominate in a NS ore at � = 2 �0and T = 2� 108 K. Dashes show the lines of T = Tn and T = Tp.

Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 but for the neutrino emission enhaned by the diret Uraproess at � = 5 �0.



Neutrino Emission Due to Eletron Bremsstrahlung... 1147Figs. 3 and 4), they swith o� all the neutrino emission mehanisms involvingnuleons, and therefore, the neutrino emission due to ee bremsstrahlungdominates. This region beomes wider with dereasing temperature T (e.g.,during NS ooling). Therefore, one of two reations onsidered in this artile,neutrino ee bremsstrahlung, an be the dominant neutrino reation in bothases of standard and enhaned ooling. We will not disuss all varietyof mehanisms whih may dominate at di�erent Tn; Tp and T but notiethat all of them are easily implemented into the ooling odes sine theiremissivities are desribed by simple �tting formulae [3, 7, 11, 12, 21℄. Thepresent artile supplements this desription with new neutrino reations.7. ConlusionsWe have analyzed two neutrino emission mehanisms in the ores of neu-tron stars: neutrino ee and ep bremsstrahlung. We have obtained simpleexpressions for alulating the neutrino energy emission rates in these re-ations (Sets. 4 and 5). We have shown (Set. 6) that the neutrino eebremsstrahlung an dominate in super�uid ores of NSs in some domainsof parameters of neutron-star matter. Therefore this reation should beinluded in simulations of neutron star ooling.One may expet that ee bremsstrahlung will be the main neutrino pro-dution mehanism in highly super�uid ores (Tn >� 3�109 K and Tp >� 3�109 K) of su�iently old NSs (age t >� 105 yr) during the transition fromthe neutrino ooling stage to the photon ooling stage.The authors are very grateful to D.G. Yakovlev for numerous stimulatingdisussions and for the assistane in the preparation of the text of the presentpaper. They are also grateful to Kseniya Leven�sh for the assistane inpreparation of Figs. 3 and 4. One of the authors (ADK) aknowledgesexellent working onditions and hospitality of N. Copernius AstronomialCenter in Warsaw. This work was supported in part by the RBRF (grantNo. 99-02-18099a), INTAS (grant No. 96-0542), and KBN (grant 2 P03D014 13). REFERENCES[1℄ C.J. Pethik, Rev. Mod. Phys. 64, 1133 (1992).[2℄ B.L. Friman, O.V. Maxwell, Astrophys. J. 232, 541 (1979).[3℄ D.G. Yakovlev, K.P. Leven�sh, Astron. Astrophys. 297, 717 (1995).
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